
Our tried and tested EcoCoolers utilise the process of natural evaporative 
cooling to provide efficient and cost effective cooling for industrial applications. 
Particularly suited as simple cooling solutions for process or people cooling in 
large spaces.

The Mobile EcoCooler is designed for internal use and can be moved via swivel 
castors. It’s an ideal cooler to test the effectiveness and efficiency of evaporative 
cooling before considering a permanent EcoCooling solution. The ECM model can 
also play a key part in an industrial cooling system itself; perfect for large 
industrial process cooling where machinery spot cooling is required during the 
summer months. It features a two speed fan control switch plus the evaporative 
cooling mode. The cooler is designed to meet all European electrical, water and 
other safety legislation and should be used in a well-ventilated area.
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 Ventilation Mode:  The water circulation system is not in operation.
 The cooler’s supply fan is used to bring fresh, external air into the building. 
 This mode is all that is required for the vast majority of the time to achieve 
 temperatures of under 25C in the UK.

 Cooling Mode:  In cooling mode, the water circulation system is in operation
 and the cooling pads are wetted. The evaporation of water from the pads   
 results in a reduction in air temperature. It is only on the hottest days that this is  
 used to maintain desired supply temperatures.

Mobile EcoCooler overview

Stainless steel construction

Easy clean

High Airflow in a small, mobile package

Easy drain - gravity or pumped drain

90L sump volume

2-year warranty - parts kept in stock

Power supply: 1~ 230V 50Hz

Design flow rate: 7,000m3/hr

Dimensions (hxwxd): 1109 x 1142 x 748 mm 

Weight: 78kg (dry) 168kg (full sump)

Power usage (running): 0.4kW

Water Requirement: Fresh potable water

Operating modes

Fully guarded direct drive fan with simple control interface.   Strong swivel/brake castors and low profile design to fit through a single door.

Mobile EcoCooler

High efficiency CelDEK pads

Duct connection facility

Single phase, two speed 700W motor

Built in lifting handles

Built in tie down points 

Humidifier option


